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MARKETING SOLUTIONS THAT
GROW YOUR BUSINESS,
NOT YOUR OVERHEAD
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Thank you for your interest in US Data Corporation!
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We are a direct marketing agency that specializes in building highly targeted
marketing lists. We were founded in 2005 by Erich Kaminsky and Jeff Herdzina,
who cumulatively bring over four decades of experience in the world of direct
marketing and sales leads. Together, they built US Data Corporation from the
ground up, and since then we have grown to be one of America's leading
providers of mailing lists, email lists, and marketing data.
Here at US Data, we firmly believe that marketing data is not a "one-size-fits-all"
solution. The same set of data can produce wildly different results for two
different companies . As such, we take a deeply collaborative approach when
building lists for our customers - our marketing solutions are individually tailored
to each client to ensure that their marketing programs live up to their full
potential and produce measurable results . In fact, we like to think of ourselves as
a friendly and helpful extension of our clients' existing marketing departments.
It is this commitment to individualized solutions, quality data, and unsurpassed
customer service that has earned the trust of an incredibly diverse array of
clients, from Fortune 500 companies and ad agencies all the way down to small
mom-and-pop shops.
Thank you for the opportunity to show you how US Data's custom marketing lists
and data services can maximize your marketing programs and grow your
business . We look forward to working with you .

Erich Ka minsky
CEO

Jeff Herdzina
President

MAILING LISTS
The
difference
between
a
successful direct mail campaign
and "junk mail" is in the quality of
the mailing list and the know-how
of the team that pulled the list
together.
That distinction is
precisely where US Data shines.
US Data Corporation specializes
like no other in building custom,
highly targeted mailing lists to
ensure that your mail piece
reaches the right audience, at
exactly the right time . We set
industry standards for current,
reliable, and accurate postal
data,
and
our
advanced
targeting techniques make the
responsiveness of our mailing
lists the envy of our peers.
Naturally, all of US Data's postal
lists follow DNC and NCOA
guidelines,
resulting
in
outstanding delivery rates .

TURN-KEY
DIRECT MAIL
Creative Design:
Our team of professional
graphic designers will help you
design a direct mail piece that
will catch your prospects'
attention and get high response
rates . Whether you need a fresh
new look for your mail piece or
simply want to update an
existing design, we can help you .
Printing:
From matte to glossy, bleeds to
borders, postcards to brochures,
we do it all! We will navigate the
ins and outs of printing your mail
piece, ensuring that the final
printed result looks polished and
professional.
Mailing:
We are experts at getting your
mail delivered to the right
audience at the right time - all
within
strict
USPS
postal
guidelines . We will get you the best
postage discounts available and
execute your direct mail campaign
in a timely manner.

EMAIL MARKETING
US Data Corporation is the leading source of
effective, permission-based email marketing
solutions. We maintain over 270 million
opt-in email addresses worldwide, with over
300 selects to ensure you can precisely
target your ideal audience. Our opt-in email
marketing programs are 100% CAN-SPAM
compliant and follow all regulations set by
the DMA.

EMAIL BROADCASTS
US Data Corporation excels at conducting
full-service email broadcasts on behalf of
our clients. Thanks to whitelisted servers
and perfectly curated email databases,
our email program success rate is
second-to-none. US Data's team of email
marketing experts will collaborate with
you to ensure that your emails bypass
the spam filters and grab your prospects'
attention. We are responsible for
successfully
powering
the
email
marketing programs for hundreds of
companies nationwide.

US Data Email Broadcasts include:
Pre-Campaign Consultations
Test Broadcasts
Detailed Tracking Report

EMAIL LISTS
If you prefer to broadcast emails using your own
servers, US Data Corporation offers high ly-targeted
email lists for purchase. With the most
comprehensive set of email addresses in the
industry, along with email databases that are
scrubbed daily, you are sure to experience superior
delivery rates and a high ROI on your next email
campaign. When you use US Data email lists, you will
know that you are contacting an updated, accurate,
opted-in database of consumers or businesses.
Moreover, our advanced targeting techniques mean
that your emails will reach only the in boxes of the most
qualified prospects.

CONSUMER
DATABASE
US Data Corporation's consumer database is the
most comprehensive set of consumer lists
available, encompassing more than 98% of all
Americans. Household, demographic, purchasing,
and lifestyle consumer information is where most
data companies end, but that's just where we get
started. We are capable of pinpointing behaviors
and buying habits for 117 million US households and
over 300 million individua ls. We offer over 400
selects that wi ll enable you to target your ideal
audience with a degree of exactitude that wi ll improve
your
response
rates,
increase
your
sales
opportunities, and lower the cost of your marketing.
We scrub our consumer database daily and verify
against multiple sources, updating around the clock to
ensure that our customers receive only the most
precise consumer information possible. US Data
Corporation's consumer database is the gold standard
to which other data compilers aspire. With our
consumer lists and cutting-edge targeting techniques at
your disposal, you wi ll have unparalleled access to your
target market.

BUSINESS
DATABASE
With over 17 million business list records, US Data
Corporation's business database provides accurate and
deliverable information on American businesses, from
home-based operations all the way up to Fortune 500
companies. Our business file contains thousands of
listings not available through other list providers. US
Data's comprehensive business lists enable our
customers to get their message in front of key
decision-makers at the drop of a hat. We offer an
impressive array of business targeting selects that will
flawlessly pinpoint your ideal audience, guaranteeing
that your B2B marketing campaigns reach only the
most qualified prospects.
We have over 2500 unique streams of business data
coming in on a daily basis to ensure that our
customers have acess to the most precise and fresh
business data in the world. We augment and verify
our data with a multitude of reliable data sources,
updating continuously to maintain unparalled
accuracy. US Data's business database, combined
with meticulous data hygiene practices and the
most advanced targeting techniques in the
industry, will enable your marketing efforts to
reach their full potential and maximize your ROI .

MORTGAGE
DATABASE
Identify potential customers for second
mortgages, refinancing, home equity
loans, insurance, home improvement
offers, and more with US Data
Corporation's Mortgage Database. This
database is widely regarded as the
definitive source for all of the insightful
financial data you need to target
prospects who own property, providing
a daily snapshot of real estate
transactions nationwide. US Data's
Mortgage Database encompasses 1
million deed-transactions per month,
over 12 million home ownership
changes
annually,
and
captures
mortgage financial data for a full 96% of
the US population . Our mortgage data
is compiled from county records
offices, title companies, and tax
assessor offices, along with a variety of
other sources. You won't find a more
comprehensive mortgage database
anywhere, making this an incredibly
valuab le asset for lenders, insurers,
mortgage companies, and anyone in
real estate-related industries.

US Data's Corporation's Mortgage Database offers over
300 targeting selects, and our list experts use these selects
to build custom models pinpointing incredibly specific
subsets of property owners. This high degree of granular
detail gives our customers the vita l edge needed when
making
offers
to
financially-targeted,
qualified
homeowners. Our extensive mortgage selects enable us
to create highly-customized lists for a wide variety of
scenarios, including identifying potential candidates for
refinancing, reverse mortgages, and loan modification;
reaching property owners in danger of foreclosing;
pinpointing homeowners in need of specific home
improvements; and much more. Our Mortgage
Database is truly unparalleled in its accuracy, breadth,
and targeting capacity.

AUTOMOTIVE
DATABASE
US Data's Automotive Database
provides the most comprehensive
auto data in the industry. Whether
your goal is to increase foot traffic at
your dealership, sell auto insurance,
or grow your specialty automotive
repair business, this database will
enable you to separate those who
have Cadillac style from those who
have Hyundai wa llets. At a very
minimum, this database allows you
to target prospects based on make,
model, and year of their vehicle, but
that's just the beginning. Our
automotive database offers a vast
array of vehic le selects, but where it
truly shines is when overlaid with
our demographic, psychographic,
and lifestyle consumer selects.
These additional overlays allow us
to drill down into this file and
ultimately provide our customers
with precise, targeted automotive
lists that are perfectly tailored to
their offer.

AUTO SHOPPER
DATABASE
In addition to our Automotive Database, we also offer an Auto
Shoppers Email Database, which allows dealerships to target
consumers who are likely to purchase a veh icle in the near future. US
Data's proprietary model ana lyzes many factors to identify prospects who
are in the market for a car, including lifestyle choices, financial status,
credit score, life stage, and auto buying history, to name a few. This
granular targeting precision makes our Auto Shoppers database one of the
most effective marketing options available to auto dealerships today. US
Data automotive email campaigns enable auto dealerships to get their
message in front of the most qualified prospects at the perfect time.

TRANSACTIONAL
DATABASE
US Data Corporation's Transactional
Database allows our customers to know
how prospects are spending their
money, and reach only the people who
are most likely to purchase their
products or services. If someone bought
jewelry before Valentine's Day for the past
two years, there's a very high chance that
they will buy jewelry again this year, and
your jewelry store now has the
opportunity to capture their business.
Past purchases are excellent indicators of
future purchases. By collecting data on
financial transactions throughout the
country and across every industry, we
provide our clients with high-level insight
into consumer and business purchasing
behavior. US Data's Transactional Database
encompasses
billions
of
purchases
nationwide, both online and offline, and
offers extremely granular details on buying
habits. Our clients target their marketing
offers based not only on products
purchased, but also on brand and store
preferences, along with the hundreds of
other demographic and lifestyle selects that
we offer. This is a gold mine of transactional
information that far surpasses what any
individual retailer could collect on their own .

HOBBIES & INTERESTS
DATABASE
Looking for prospects who have a particular
interest or hobby? US Data's Hobbies &
Interests
Database
provides
detailed
information on how consumers spend their
recreational time. This file encompasses
thousands of hobbies and interests; if you can
think of it, we can target it. Whether it's playing
golf, traveling, rock climbing, or gambling, we
will make sure your marketing message gets in
front of the right people. Our Hobbies &
Interests database can be combined with
demographic selects to produce an extreme
level of targeting precision, and on those rare
occasions where your target audience can't
be targeted demographically, this file is the
perfect way to fill in those gaps. After all, if
they don't fish, they won't buy your fishing
pole; if they don't golf, they won't buy your
golf club. This highly versatile database can
be customized for any product or service
based on consumers' specific expressed
interests. Our Hobbies & Interests data is
compiled from a wide variety of sources,
including magazine subscriptions, club
memberships, and surveys, to name just a
few. This file is ideal for direct response
offers catering to people with an interest in
specific topics or leisure activities.

TIMESHARE
DATABASE
US Data Corporation's Timeshare
Database is a unique amalgamation of
individuals from all arenas of the
timeshare
industry. There
are
approximately 7 million timeshare
owners in the U.S. and we can identify
5.5 million of them. You will not find
more comprehensive or accurate
timeshare data anywhere in the list
industry. When a timeshare sells, our
database captures that transaction
almost instantly, ensuring our timeshare
data is always fresh. Moreover, our
Timeshare Database offers access not
just to actual timeshare owners, but also
to timeshare brokers, resort clients, and
ARDA executives. US Data's Timeshare
Database is capable of overlaying with
demographic, lifestyle, and psychographic
selects from our consumer database,
giving our clients the ability to filter
timeshare contacts based on almost any
criteria they can imagine. This is a highly
responsive file that is perfect for selling
additional timeshares, timeshare exit
services, and value-based travel offers.

COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY
DATABASE
Our Commercial Property Database offers the most
comprehensive set of commercial real estate data in the
industry. This database provides marketers with access to
commercial property owners nationwide, and is
unparalleled in both its breadth and its depth, offering over
183 targeting selects. Our Commercial Property Database
is renowned for its customizability, generating complex
algorithms to provide our customers with the highest
possible level of targeting. We have basic commercial
property information such as square footage, mortgage
details, tenant information, parking and date purchased,
but we also have the ability to extrapolate related
information as well. Have you ever wanted to find out
who owns a specific property, and then find all other
properties held by the same owner? These are the kinds
of complex operations our Commercial Property
Database excels at. Unmatched access to detail, along
with excellent freshness and accuracy, make this
database extremely valuable for brokers, investors,
banks, insurance companies, and anyone else looking
to market to commercial property owners or tenants.

CUSTOMIZED
PREDICTIVE
MODELING
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DATA
SERVICES
In addition to our countless marketing lists and services, we
are also experts in data management. Most of our clients come
to us looking for a full-service marketing solution; however, for
those direct marketing experts who already have a list or
database for their next marketing campaign, we offer many data
services to ensure that their list is in prime condition before they
use it. These services include phone and email appends, list
hygiene, suppressions, merge & purge services, address
verification, and much more. Don't waste your time verifying or
formatting large volumes of data - let us take care of the details
accurately and efficiently, while you focus on the bigger picture.

Have you ever wished that you
could
clone
your
current
customer
base? US
Data's
Customized Predictive Modeling
service is designed to do just
that. Our program generates new
prospects for your business by
analyzing your current clients,
and then finding more people like
them. Our predictive modeling
software scans your current
customer list, identifying key
characteristics of your buyers and
building an algorithm based on
this profile. Once your customer
analysis is complete, we apply that
algorithm to our general consumer
database, allowing us to compile
lists of unique prospects who look
and act just like your best
customers. Lists generated from
our predictive modeling software
increase response rate by an
average of 350%, making it one of
the most practical and cost-effective
ROI tools in the industry.

CULTURE
& VALUES
At US Data Corporation, doing
what is right because it is the right
thing to do is the foundation of
our business culture. We answer
to the principles of integrity and
concern for others embodied by
the golden rule we learned as
children: Do unto others as you
would have them do unto you.
We do not sacrifice our integrity
to achieve business objectives,
and our employees are guided
by a strong sense of ethics and
personal responsibility.
Our clients and our employees
are not the only people we care
about, although we certainly do
care about them an awful lot.
We are also committed to the
well-being of our community as
a whole, and we strive to give
back in anyway we can. Since its
inception, US Data has
supported and contributed to a
wide variety of philanthropic
causes with a single goal in
mind: Making the world a
better place.

EMAIL & DIRECT MAIL
SELECTS
Individual

Homeownership

Automotive

Business

• Age
• Marital Status
• Gender
• Ethnicity
• Religion
• Country of Origin
• Languages
• Education Level
• Occupation
• Geography
• Political Party

• Homeowners
• Renters
• Dwelling Type
• Square Footage
• Lender Type
• Loan Amount
• Loan Date
• Length of Residence
• New Homeowners
• Estimated Home Value
• Year Built
• Presence of Pool
• Pre-Movers
• New Movers

• Automobile Owners
• Likely Auto Shopper
• Vehicle Make, Model & Year
• Vehicle Type
• Number of Vehicles Owned
• Motorcycle Owners
• RV Owners
• Truck Owners

• Industry Type
• SIC Code
• Revenue
• Number of Employees
• Years in Business
• Ownership
• Key Contacts
• Job Title
• Job Function
• Aditional Locations
• Franchises
• Number of Contacts per Site
• Branch/Headquarter Designation
• Square Footage
• Legal Status
• Small Businesses
• Women-Owned Businesses
• Minority-Owned Businesses
• New Businesses
• Commercial Property Owners
• Import/Export
• Geography
• And many more ...

Household
• Household Size
• Head of Household Age
• Presence of Children
• Age of Children
• Number of Children
• School Grade Levels
• Number of Generations
• Presence of Grandparents
• Presence of Veterans

Transactional
• Purchasing Behavior
• Transaction Date
• Product Categories
• Brand Preferences
• Store Preferences
• Mail Order Buyers
• Online Purchasers

Income/Affluence
• Estimated Household Income
• Credit Rating
• Number of Credit Lines
• Types of Credit Cards
• Investment Types
• Net Worth

Donors
• Charity Donors
• Political Contributors
• Religious Donors

Life Stage
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Engaged
Newlyweds
Expecting Parents
New Parents
Empty Nesters
New Grandparents
Divorced
Retired

Lifestyl e/1 nte rests
• Arts & Crafts
• Boat Owners
• Ailments
• Frequent Travelers
• Timeshare Owners
• Outdoor Enthusiasts
• Green Households
• Reading Preferences
• Clubs & Memberships
• Magazine Subscriptions
• Newspaper Subscriptions
• Home Improvement
• Health & Fitness
• Pet Owners
• Collectors
• Gardeners
• Investments
• Aircraft Owners
• Gamblers
• Smokers
• Photography
• Self Improvement
• Jewelry Buyers
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DON T SEE WHAT YOU RE
LOOKING FOR ON THIS LIST?

IF IT EXISTS, WE HAVE IT.
CALL US AT (888) 578-DATA

TESTIMONIALS
"Out of all the companies that we contacted, my rep knew exactly what we wanted to do, formulated a game plan with
results that were realistic, and set expectations accordingly. All of the expectations that he set were exceeded by the data
that US Data Corp returned to us. I would not hesitate to recommend him or your company to anyone I come across in the
future needing your services."
- Michael Certo

Nova Home Loans
''Thank you for your hard work pulling this email together. I just got word that yesterday (the day we deployed our 5th
email for Graduate School) was the second busiest day for website traffic - dating back to 2012. What's more, following
yesterday's email, our call center volume increased 600%. Just thought you guys would like to know that what you're doing
is working."
- Cory Kizielewicz

Graduate School USA
''The work US Data did was exceptional, accurate, and done in a very timely manner. At all times they communicated
professionally and with a very much appreciated level of courtesy. We are growing at a very rapid pace, and I will be
marketing to additional states in the very near future. I look forward to working with US Data Corporation again."
- Patrick Coan

Brighter Day Health
"My rep has been a wonderful asset in gaining quality lists in difficult categories. My rep followed up numerous times and
sought further information. As a matter of fact, I have recommended US Data to all my sales staff and colleagues ... Great
company and quality products."
- Jeff Whiteside

Legacy Design Partners, Inc.
"We have worked with US Data for several years now. Their team is professional and responsive in managing our business.
We have thrown many last minute deadlines at them and they have always delivered on time."
- Mark Igo
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US DATA
CORPORATION
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(888) 578-DATA
www. US Data Corporation.corn

MIDWEST BRANCH:
17310 Wright St. Ste. 100
Omaha, NE 68130
Local: (402) 758-0290
Fax: (402) 934-3885

PACIFIC BRANCH:
31330 Oak Crest Dr. Ste. 102
Westlake Village, CA 91361
Local: (818) 444-4590
Fax: (818) 597-1338
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Facebook.com/USDataCorporationlnc

Twitter.com/USDataCorp

Lin ked ln. com/Compa ny/US-Data-Corporation

plus.Google.com/+USDataCorporation

Youtube.com/c/USDataCorporation

lnstagram.com/USData

